Late September Hot Sheet – TP/DU’s
Set-Oct 2016
In Black – Colin Newell | In Burgundy Nigel Pimblett
531 Khz 1310Z NHK1 JOQG Morioka really, really struggling and // to 567
(and better than yesterday - and that's being generous!)
549

2CR

Orange, AUSTRALIA

ABC news fanfare at 1300

558 Khz 1312Z KBS2 Korea - noted // to the much better performer on 603
Khz
567 Khz 1312Z NHK1 JOIK Hokkaido network programming (using as one
of my parallel spotters...) at times fair –
567 RNZ National Wellington, NEW ZEALAND
1300, and then a few bits of the news that followed
576 2RN Sydney, AUSTRALIA
fanfare at 1100.

time pips at

time pips and ABC news

594 Khz 1313Z NHK1 JOAK Tokyo - solid // to 567 with network
programming - Fair today but with breathtaking fades every few minutes
603 Khz 1314Z KBS2 Seoul - Happy FM (t) Korean patter doing better
than yesterday despite the band conditions 612 khz 1322Z 4QR Brisbane - felt, on average, slightly bolder than
yesterday and for longer.
621 khz 1351Z 3RN (t) Melbourne - very VERY tentative with similar
sounding English programming in the limited LSR boost
657 Khz 1258Z DPRK (t) Surprise with piano solo over the hour into YL
agitated sabre rattling lecture. Fr. and vanished within a few minutes.
657 Star
1324.

Wellington/Tauranga, NEW ZEALAND EZL music at

666 Khz 1314Z NHK1 JOBK Osaka // 567 and 594 fair at best this AM
675 khz 1319Z UNID - fairly clearly English programming in the mud and
splash.
693 Khz 1317Z NHK2 JOAB Tokyo - odd surge on lower to mid band
revealed a clear // to NHK2 biggies above brutal CBC 690 splash.
702 Khz 1316Z NHK2 Japan (multi) - easy // to 774 Khz - suspect
Hokkaido but could be one other as well - fr. on peaks
702

2BL

Sydney, AUSTRALIA

Man talking at 1251 //738

729

5RN

Adelaide, AUSTRALIA

Peaked at 1315 with music.

738 2NR Grafton, AUSTRALIA
ABC news fanfare at
1200. Heard Tahiti audio last night but not this morning.
747 Khz 1315Z NHK2 - JOIB - Sapporo, Hokkaido - Fair at times in
mounds of splash
756 RNZ National Auckland, NEW ZEALAND time pips, then
news by woman at 1100.
774 3LO
a man.

Melbourne, AUSTRALIA

Time pips, ABC news at 1200 by

792 4RN Brisbane, AUSTRALIA First heard poorly at 1100 with
pips and news fanfare. Fair with ABC news at 1203.
819 RNZ National Tauranga, NEW ZEALAND Just like 567, with
time pips at 1300, and bits of the news that followed.
828 Khz 1323Z NHK2 - JOBB - Osaka - Typical Japanese programming –
828 3GI Sale, AUSTRALIA
Strongest of the Australians at
1100 with time pips, fanfare and news by man.
846 2RN
at 1300.
855

Canberra, AUSTRALIA

4QO/4QB

Time pips, ABC news fanfare

Time pips, ABC news fanfare at 1300.

864 Khz 1339Z UNID - pretty clearly Korean - but this is one of my "dirty
channels" - lots of co-channel joisting and off frequency muck.
873 Khz 1340Z NHK2 - JOAB - Kumamoto - // to 774 JOUB Akita - not
1/2 of what it was yesterday - but SR bursts
882 Star
//657.

Auckland, NEW ZEALAND Vocal by a man at 1324,

891 5AN Adelaide, AUSTRALIA Not that good this morning
considering the good conditions, but had a peak around 1315 with
interview.
891 Khz 1319Z NHK1 - JOHK - Sendai, Miyagi - solid parallel to 594 Khz
and slightly better overall today
909 Khz 1343Z NHK2 - JOCB - Nagoya, Aichi - easy parallel to 774 Khz
918 Khz 1336Z UNID - I felt quite confident that I was hearing Japanese and 909 was yielding some - will look again tomorrow
954 Khz 1337Z TBS JOKR Tokyo (t) at times fair today - better than
yesterday with bouncy - commercial style of Japanese programming
963 Khz 1337Z CRI China (600kw) - Russian again - a tad better than
yesterday
972 Khz 1349Z KBS HLCA - Korean at full-on sunrise boost (as shown in
accompanying YouTube highlight reel...) at this strength the average car
radio would have no trouble picking it up.
1008 Khz 1333Z UNID - Japanese in clearly with independent
programming
1017 Khz 1334Z - CNR - China assume the pretty darn clear Korean
programming –
1026 Newstalk ZB NEW ZEALAND Talk program, //1035 at 1325
1053 Khz 1337Z - Korea S. - Jammer in pretty solid - no other
programming or competitors noted this AM
1035 Newstalk ZB Wellington, NEW ZEALAND Commercial for a
holiday tour company at 1324.

1053 Newstalk ZB New Plymouth, NEW ZEALAND
to a female caller at 1330, //1035. New one for me.

Host talking

1089 Khz 1349Z - NHK2 - Miyagi - Sendai - Surprise // to 774 khz quite
good at times - square in the SR Boost cross-hairs
1098 Newstalk ZB Christchurch, NEW ZEALAND
Talk by a
man. Briefly stronger than // 1035 at 1316. New, after a few tentative
logs.

1107 Khz 1338Z - UNID - Japanese sounding patter by OM - pr.fr.
1116 Khz 1339Z - UNID - Pretty clear "Chinese" sounding dialect for
around 4 minutes
1116 4BC Brisbane, AUSTRALIA
with talk about politics at 1122.

Weak earlier, but had come up

1233 2NC Newcastle, AUSTRALIA time pips and ABC news
fanfare at 1100. First definite log of this one here.
1242 Khz 1344Z - JOLF (t) Tokyo - assuming the hopped up dialog
between grown man and teenage girl announcers. fr.
1287 Khz 1345Z - JOHR (t) Hokkaido - assuming the commercial
sounding Japanese language talking
1296 Newstalk ZB Hamilton, NEW ZEALAND After being a solid
carrier for much of the morning finally had some audio at 1316, with
two men conversing. // 1035. Another new one. A second decent
carrier on 1296.02 never quite made audio.
1386 Khz 1321Z - NHK2 Various locations - easy // to 774 Khz and well
before any LSR boost. pleasant surprise
1386 Radio Tarana Auckland, NEW ZEALAND Very weak, with
talk by man at 1101. Stronger at 1314 with south Asian music, and
even good at 1330 with woman in presumed Hindi.

1566 Khz 13--Z - HLAZ - Korea - stopped by frequently and it may have
been the morning winner for the most sustained signal - no clear evidence
of anything untoward happening here - but I just made
an iPhone video ( on the YouTube reel...)

